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01. Introduction



Overview
On September 26-27, EUNIC and the Institut Français co-hosted a workshop on the subject of 

Digital Cultural Relations.

Members of EUNIC were invited to share best practices, concerns and ideas regarding their various 

digital strategies.

A total of five sessions took place over two days. Three of these  (session III, IV and V) included 

collaborative workshops, whose results are presented in this report.
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Sessions and objectives
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Session III — Digital as a medium for artistic and cultural creation
→ Finding ways Eunic members could work together to better identify professionals and trends in digital culture; 
showcase and promote artworks; support digital culture professionals.

Session IV — Digital mediation, digital transformation, our digital professional tools
→ Identifying and understanding what relationship/impact EUNIC members have with/on the economy of the 
Creative and Cultural Industries in their country ?
→ Identifying what collaborative tools EUNIC members use with their different stakeholders.
→ Identifying whether EUNIC members are involved in open-source content and creative commons practices; and if 
so, how ?
→ Finding new ways to develop cultural and linguistic promotion through actions combining artistic work and 
language.

Session V — Promoting debates and intellectual exchanges about the impact of digital change
→ Imagining new event formats to discuss EU regulations on digital change with wider audiences.



Participants

ALFANDARI Agnès — Institut Français
ARCACHE Sarah — Institut Français
BINDER Jana — Goethe Institut
BUL Maarten — Dutch Culture
BRYLINSKA Maria — Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs
COLLARDEAU Candy — Institut Français
FONTANEL Anaïs — Institut Français
GRUESSINGER Stefanie — EUNIC Global
HAGG Valerie — Austrian Ministry for EU Integration and Foreign Affairs
HRADCOVA Pavla — Czech Centres
KIRJAZOVAITE Lina — EUNIC Global
LOUÉ Hannah — Institut Français
MARAÑÓN Miguel — Instituto Cervantes
MICHALAK Aleksandra — Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs
OLTEANU Miruna — Romanian Cultural Institute
POKOL Attila — Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (Hungary)
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REMESAL ROYO Alejandro — AECID
ROLLAND Mélanie — Institut Français
RUDOLF Simone — Goethe Institut
STEHELIN Alexandrine — Institut Français
TIMERMANE-MOORA Vita — Latvian Institute
WILLIAMS Matthew — British Council
ZSCHOCH Gitte — EUNIC Global

Workshops prepared and facilitated by 
Alexia JACQUES-CASANOVA — Artizest
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Digital as a medium for artistic and cultural creation 

02. Session III



Participants were organised in groups and asked to reflect on 

the following questions :

• How could we work together to better identify professionals and 
trends in digital culture ?
• How could we work together to showcase and promote artworks ?
• How could we work together to support professionals ?

Following a “purge”, (a brainstorm of ideas we are not allowed to 

use) participants had to come up with the worst solutions 

possible, find the good aspects of those terrible ideas and build 

upon them to come up with relevant solutions. 
The following pages present their final productions.
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How could we work together to better identify 
trends/professionals in digital culture?

This group’s amazing new ideas was to “think outside the box” in terms of 
where and how they could research trends and professionals. 
Unfortunately, they did not have time to make more concrete propositions. 
Below are a few ideas/recommendations based on their “worst ideas”.

Worst ideas → New ideas
“Not say anything” → why not use visuals instead of words and open a private 
but shared Pinterest board?
“Not have a look on social media” → Focus on IRL* interactions. Organize a 
European tour of Art Schools and Computer Science Schools Graduate shows.
“Let other department decide” → Ask colleagues or even audiences to 
nominate/share their favourite digital experience.
“Find them on the streets” → Why not ? Low-tech is making a comeback, use 
clean tag or cool posters to say you are looking for new talents. 

*In Real Life
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The good in the bad
→ learning from experiences in other areas of culture
→ old trends are coming back
→ using human resources wisely
→ we are the best source of information about 
ourselves = best advertisement

Amazing new ideas
- A Facebook or WhatsApp group dedicated to trend 
hunting and sharing ( see Women XR Group)
- Creating mailing lists to find trends/professionals 
useful for cluster projects.
- Organizing EUNIC meetups and seminars at existing 
events/festivals

How could we work together to better identify 
trends/professionals in digital culture?

https://www.facebook.com/groups/WomenInImmersiveTech/
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How could we work 
together to showcase and 
promote artworks?

Amazing new ideas
- “Bring your own artwork” exhibitions
- In the exhibition, flashcodes/AR allow 

you to switch languages
- Each EU member/institution could 

curate the work of another country
- Send a christmas card !

The good in the bad
→ The audience becomes the curator
→ Pilot project in one language then developed 
into other languages (EU)
→ Co-curation of different artworks project
→ Make it super underground
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How could we work together to showcase and promote artworks?

Amazing new ideas
• Communication
- Implementing a VIP communication based on word-of-mouth (more 
human).
- Include secret passwords people can find (treasure hunt) or be given, to 
then access a secret website.
- Print and distribute VIP and vintage paper catalogues

• Location and audiences
- Bringing artworks to small villages and rural areas
- Taking artworks to “forgotten” audiences such as retirement homes or 
even a mall.

The good in the bad
Paper → old fashioned curiosity
Lack of communication → underground style, VIP, exclusivity
Database that nobody visits → exclusivity, secret space
Showcasing in an agriculture fair → open up to a wider audience, farmer 
video game
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How could we work together to 
best support professionals in 
the field?

Amazing new ideas
- Co-produce events  with a multi-country approach 
and invite local actors on board 
(ex: a gaming festival co-created between different 
countries).*
- Bring in shared Cultural Seasons (with common 
partners)
- Have shared website : futurevr.eu

* How do we do this together ?
→ EUNIC organizes project workshops for game 
development cooperation (not just knowledge 
sharing)
→ Plan milestones workshops
→ Pool resources
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Digital mediation, digital transformation, our digital professional tools 

03. Session IV



Participants were asked to answer 3 questions by standing on a 

line. Their answer to the question determines where they will 

stand on the line : one end being “a lot” and the other “not at all”.
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“A lot”“Not at all”

Questions asked :

“ To what extent does your team contribute to the economy of the Creative and Cultural Industries in your 
country ?”

“To what extent does your team support the EdTech sector of your country ?”
“Do you take part in open-source and creative commons efforts ?”

Pre-workshop [⅓]
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Pre-workshop [⅔]

“ To what extent does your team contribute to the economy of the Creative and Cultural Industries in your country ?”

Most participants felt like they did not contribute much or at all to the economy of the CCI, apart from the Institut 
Français and the Romanian Cultural Institute.
Several participants agreed that buying the rights to new and emerging contents such as VR productions was a 
valuable contribution to the economy of the CCI. Others recognized that their impact — on the film industry for 
instance — was much more important than they had initially thought and that therefore, they were considering 
putting more efforts in tracking and communicating those numbers.

“To what extent does your team support the EdTech sector of your country?”

Most participants felt like they did not support much or at all the EdTech sector in their country, apart from the 
Institut Français and the Goethe Institut.
There were contrasting perceptions of the EdTech sector. Some participants see the EdTech sector and their actors 
(startups mainly) as a threat, as they conquer audiences and a market (language learners) that used to be reserved to 
cultural institutes abroad. Other participants, seeing this threat, are making efforts to be the link between the 
booming EdTech sector and the National Education system so as to avoid being taken over.
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Pre-workshop [3/3]

“ Do you take part in open-source and Creative Commons efforts?”

The great majority of participants mentioned that open-source and creative commons were on their institution’s 
radar. Some of them, including the Instituto Cervantes, are choosing to publish all future material under Creative 
Commons. There is a consensus among participants that since contents, codes and so on are created thanks to 
public funds, they should be made freely available to the public. The next step would be to convince their private 
partners to jump on the open source bandwagon for everything they create using public funds.

Participants did mention a few difficulties in switching to Open Source and Creative Commons practices.
- Lack of human resources and time for the implementation.
- Resistance from teachers
- Education standards (in the UK for instance)
- Copyright on Art Collections

Members’ projects worth noting :
Mix the City (British Council)
Multilingual Escape Game (Institut Français)

https://www.britishcouncil.me/en/programmes/arts/mix-the-city
https://www.institutfrancais.com/fr/zoom/escape-game-multilingue
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WORKSHOP

Participants were organised in groups and asked to reflect on the following question :

How might we develop cultural and linguistic promotion through actions 
combining artistic work and language ?

Each group was given 3 cards to help them in their brainstorming :

1 artwork card

1 emotion card [Plex Cards]

1 digital tool card [based on digital tools mentioned by the participants in the pre-workshop]

The following pages present each group’s findings.

http://www.funkydesignspaces.com/plex/
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A solution combining Instagram + Message Bot + Animation

An instagram account displays 1 minute animations explaining the 
meaning of  words, puns and expressions spotted in graffiti or street 
art.

People can sign up to a newsletter to receive photographs of the 

graffiti/street art and watch the animations.

A chatbot is associated to this account allowing people to ask 
questions or send photos of graffiti they would like to see in the 
Instagram animations.

“How might we develop cultural and linguistic promotion 
through actions combining artistic work and language ?”
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“How might we develop cultural and linguistic promotion 
through actions combining artistic work and language ?”

A punchy social media campaign

Launching a social media campaign using existing 
platforms (Twitter, Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram) 
to communicate with a strong message :

“How can you  grow and develop an openness through 
language ?”
Or
“How learning languages made me a more open and 
better person”

This is one common campaign co-produced and 
shared by EUNIC members. It is video-based and 
focuses on the benefits of learning languages, both 
for professional and personal reasons.
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“How might we develop cultural and linguistic promotion 
through actions combining artistic work and language ?”

The Grammar of the Body

This idea offers to create new rules of grammar 
and assign a code to each one of them. This code 
can take several forms : a sound, a move, a colour, 
a symbol. With those different codes, artists are 
invited to create artworks.

Artists could take part in mixed residencies to 
create works with practitioners from another 
field.

The wider public can also take part in this project 
by “taking the stage” on a Facebook group and 
posting their own interpretation of the grammar 
codes.
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“How might we develop cultural and linguistic promotion 
through actions combining artistic work and language ?”

A student-led digital platform for music

A digital databank of sounds from which 

students (and/or young people) can create 

music.

These young people can then share their 

work on the platform and on other 

sound-related platforms (spotify, deezer, 

etc.)

A EUNIC work group could be dedicated 

to finding funds and/or partners.
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“How might we develop cultural and linguistic promotion 
through actions combining artistic work and language ?”

24 hours Slam Contest
A 24 hours slam contest, composed 

as a cadavre exquis by people in the 

streets of their hometown.

The slams are recorded (video) and 

broadcasted on social media as well 

as on a website. 

People can dress up according to the 

story they are telling.
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Promoting debates and intellectual exchanges

04. Session V
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Participants were organised in groups and asked to reflect on the 
following questions :

Imagine a forum happening abroad about EU regulations regarding digital 
change. What could it look like ?

To answer this question, participants were guided through the Reversal 
exercise (Thinkertoys, M. Michalko). They were then asked to develop their 
ideas based on the two following questions :

How is your idea helping a wide audience know better about EU regulations 
regarding digital change?

How is you ridea attracting people who are not used to attending intellectual 
debates and political forums? 

https://www.amazon.fr/Thinkertoys-Creative-Thinking-Techniques-Michael-Michalko/dp/1580087736
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Bring the forum to the people
This is a fun and informal forum format where people can 
chose the topic of the debates based on their own experience.
All the info shared is pragmatic and in tune with people’s daily 
lives.
The forum is an opportunity for people attending to express 
opinions and discuss together the visible impact of such 
regulations on their lives.
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Debate Idol
This forum brings together experts and non-experts around a 
specific topic, for instance : “How do I keep my phone from 
tracking me?”
Their exchanges are based on both research and real-life 
examples. An AI machine gives people 5 minutes to express 
their point of view.
At the end everyone submits their own record of the debate.
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Experience is you
This is an open and living 

forum with a living list of topics 

and no set agenda. There is no 

hierarchy either but there is a 

chaos pilot.

The focus is on storytelling and 

experiencing : people learn 

about regulations by 

experiencing them through VR, 

AR and role playing.

The participants represent a 

large spectrum of 

stakeholders, “from ministers 

to housewives.”



The Market of Ideas
This forum follows the Ancient Greek democratic 

process of picking people at random. Anybody (not 

necessarily experts) can speak on the topic.

Participants make use of Socratic talks, then select 

subtopics and keep advancing in the debate.

Participants state a problem/issue and then form 

groups to propose solutions.

The best solution/argument wins !
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05. Conclusion & 
recommandations
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To end the workshop sessions, participants were asked 
about what they had learned during the sessions, and/or 
what questions remained for them. 

They then had to vote for the ones that seemed most 
important to them. Here they are in order of importance :

- Learned about initiatives by EUNIC members, 
such as generation A

- Used synergies to learn from each other
- We share most of our concerns, problems and 

views. Institutions should keep on working to 
afford digital transformation together as far as 
possible.

- Curation is key (FutureVR example)
- We share the same issues and difficulties 

(communication)
- There’s a lot that I don’t know

- What’s next ?
- Common interest in similar topics
- Massive communication might be the key for 

promoting best : short and organised
- We, as EUNIC, must not “miss the train” when it 

comes to AI, XR…
- Our website should be more user-friendly
- Think more about the audience instead of 

political objectives
- Different ways to organise our work and 

different and new organisation/institution 
formats. First find the one that fits your 
institution the most and only then start doing 
stuff.

- What part and how can this be implemented 
nationally ?
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Recommandations

1. Sharing information and monitoring trends
Participants have a strong will to use a common tool that could help them share information, best practices, trends 
and so on on a regular basis. Below are some recommendations. Note that using those tools should be complemented 
by “In Real Life” gatherings to share good practices (workshops, conferences and the likes).

Using social media 
Many Social Media platforms offer opportunities to create closed groups, EUNIC could use such platforms.

- Facebook (ex: Women in XR; MuzeoNum; Placemaking Europe; Museum Social Media Managers; etc.)
- Pinterest : create a private board (or several according to themes)
- LinkedIn

Using management tools
Slack can be a great way to share information and keep up with trends in digital culture. National and international 
communities use Slack to do so. These include : Museomix; Flupa UX; Indie Game Developers; Vr Creators Network; 
Women in Tech; Happy Docs (for Doctors); etc.

Alternatives to Google shared tools developed by Framasoft are also a great way to share and circulate 
information/trends. These open source tools include Framalist (collaborative newsletter) and Framapad 
(collaborative document editing).

https://www.facebook.com/groups/WomenInImmersiveTech/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/muzeonum/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1925219721138696/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1393573360885904/
https://slack.com/intl/fr-fr/?eu_nc=1
https://framasoft.org/fr/
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2. Reaching and engaging wider audiences
On several occasions, participants came up with ideas that aimed to reach and engage wider audiences through “In 
Real Life” contributions (as opposed to trying to reach them through social media). They also mentioned their wish to 
cater to distant audiences (people living in rural areas, people who are not used to attending events organized by 
EUNIC members).

Mobile initiatives
Participants have talked about mobile initiatives. A few different programs “on-wheel” exist : such as mobile Fab Labs; 
Mobile Museums; Mobile Exhibitions; and so on. The Czech delegation also had a beautiful example of a portable 
exhibition with the Czech Innovation Expo.

Open Space Technology
Inviting “non-experts” or rather, “experts of lived experience” (i.e = “everyday people”) was also a recurring theme of 
the final session. EUNIC members could consider co-organising a forum based on the Open Space Technology, where 
participants are free to choose the topics being discussed (each topic is assigned a space),  and then free to move from 
one topic to another. Creating forums including hands-on activities and a less top down approach would be a great 
way to reach and engage audiences.

Beware of the social media mirage
In their brainstorming, participants tend to resort to “social media” as an end rather than a means. Social media can be 
a great way to promote existing activities/events/programs but should not be used as an end unless you partner with 
an animation professional/artist whose expertise it is to create content for social media.
Apart from the workshop in Session  IV which was influenced by the pre-workshop activity, participants don’t seem 
so interested in a common social media strategy but rather, by collective actions in the form of 
events/residencies/forums and so on.

http://www.oise.fr/reseau/article/view/95193/le-fab-lab-mobile-se-lance-sur-les-routes
https://www.public-health.uiowa.edu/news-items/ui-mobile-museum-features-digital-displays-from-two-cph-centers/
https://www.coroflot.com/maay/mobile-exhibition
https://www.actuabd.com/Cet-ete-la-BD-s-invite-sur-Instagram-avec-Arte
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